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Abstract Social insect colonies contain multiple phenotypes, i.e. castes, and this caste 

polyphenism is often linked to sexual dimorphism. Unlike social hymenopterans, both termite 

sexes are diploid and contribute to helper-type tasks within the colony. Nonetheless, a biased 

sex ratio is frequently observed in termites, especially in soldiers. To explain this bias in 

soldier sex ratio, Matsuura (2006) postulated the existence of a size threshold for workers 

molting into soldiers. Under the influence of sexual size dimorphism (SSD), such a threshold 

was considered to indirectly favor one sex. We conducted a literature survey of sex ratio 

among termite soldiers and tested this size-threshold hypothesis using data for 67 termite 

species from a variety of termite lineages. We demonstrated the existence of a size threshold 

for individuals molting into soldiers, resulting in the acquisition of soldiers of only one sex in 

species exhibiting strong SSD. In species exhibiting weak SSD, the size threshold skews the 

sex ratio of soldiers, but does not necessarily cause the loss of one sex. Finally, we observed a 

prevalence of single-sex soldiers in the Termitidae, regardless of SSD, suggesting that the 

ancestral developmental mechanisms that constrain soldier differentiation from one sex are 

maintained in certain extant species. 

 

Keywords Caste polymorphism, Isoptera, termite evolution, phylogeny, sexual dimorphism 
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Introduction 

 

Social insects have achieved the highest level of social organization, with some 

individuals sacrificing their own reproductive fitness to help their parents or other genetically 

related individuals to reproduce (Hamilton 1964a, b). In social hymenopterans, haploid males 

are produced from unfertilized eggs while diploid females are produced from fertilized eggs. 

This haplodiploid sex-determination system creates asymmetric relatedness between sexes, 

which is one of the factors that contributed to the establishment of strictly all-female helpers 

(Trivers and Hare 1976; Howard and Thorne 2011). An interesting analogy to social 

hymenopteran haplodiploidy exists in termites and implies the existence of some sort of sex 

chromosome linkage during male meiosis in some species; however, its implication in the 

production of unequal sex ratios is dubious (Thorne 1997; Roisin 2001). In termites, both 

sexes are diploid and the sex of helpers (workers and soldiers) is not influenced by relatedness 

asymmetries. In the basal termite families Kalotermitidae and Termopsidae, workers (or 

pseudergates) and soldiers have sex ratios that are either equal or only slightly biased (Roisin 

2000). However, this ancestral condition has evolved into strongly biased sex ratio in many 

Termitidae and to a lesser extent in the Hodotermitidae and Rhinotermitidae, with many 

species having soldiers of only one sex and workers with both sexes (Roisin 2000).  

 The soldier caste in termites is remarkable for its huge morphological diversity, 

reflecting adaptations to optimize colony defense (Deligne et al. 1981). It is widely 

considered that the soldier caste arose only once in the common ancestor of termites (Roisin 

2000). Soldiers are the only caste that is always permanently sterile, although some soldier-

like reproductives occasionally occur in Zootermopsis species (Myles 1986; Thorne 1997; 

Roisin 2000). Noirot (1951) was the first to report a skewed sex ratio in soldiers, and this was 

followed shortly by the discovery of the phenomenon in a further 30 species within the 
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Termitidae (Noirot 1955). Since then, sex ratios have been described in another 30 species, 

providing researchers with a comprehensive understanding of sex ratios in termites (Table S1). 

However, while sex specialization in termite soldiers is a well described phenomenon, we are 

still very far from thoroughly understanding its origins.  

One proximate hypothesis for the origin of single-sex soldiers is the existence of a sex-

linked, genetic, caste determination system (Lo et al. 2009). However, on rare occasions, or in 

instances where termites have been reared artificially under abnormal caste compositions, 

species with single-sex soldiers, e.g. Acanthotermes acanthothorax, Microcerotermes parvus 

and Nasutitermes arborum (Macrotermitinae, Termitinae and Nasutitermitinae), can produce 

soldiers of the opposite sex (Noirot 1955). This finding demonstrates that both sexes possess 

the genetic architecture that is required to develop into soldiers. The genetic hypothesis may 

therefore either be invalid, or imply sexual differences in sensitivity to soldier differentiation 

signals.  

A non-exclusive hypothesis for the ultimate factors driving single-sex soldiers was 

recently proposed by Matsuura (2006). He noted that Reticulitermes (Rhinotermitidae), as 

numerous other termite species, relies upon a static warfare defensive strategy, in which 

powerful soldiers guard the nest entrance and plug the galleries with their heads (Deligne and 

Pasteels 1982; Matsuura 2002). As soldiers must be sufficiently large to fit the galleries and 

efficiently plug them, there should be a size threshold below which workers are unable to 

molt into soldiers. Thus, in the case of sexual size dimorphism (SSD) in termites, the sex ratio 

of soldiers should be biased toward the larger sex, while in absence of SSD, Matsuura (2006) 

suggested that both sexes should be equally represented. Conversely, in the case of mobile 

warfare defensive strategy, numerous soldiers are produced, which must be small enough to 

be sustained by the colony. In this case, Matsuura (2006) suggested that the smaller sex 

should be indirectly favored. The hypothesis works well in four Reticulitermes species, but 
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not completely in Cryptotermes secundus (Kalotermitidae) whose soldier sex ratio is biased 

while SSD is absent (Matsuura 2006; Muller and Korb 2008).  

We conducted a literature survey on soldier sex ratios and SSD in 67 termite species from 

around the world. Our primary goal was to elucidate the origin of the biased soldier sex ratio 

and to map its evolution along the termite phylogenetic tree. According to the size threshold 

hypothesis (Matsuura 2006), biased soldier sex ratio is a byproduct from the selection for 

soldiers of the optimal size, maximizing their defensive abilities. Selection on soldier size was 

therefore suggested to be a key factor regulating soldier sex ratio (Matsuura 2006). Here, we 

carried out a meta-analysis and tested the following hypotheses: 

1. Selection favors appropriate sizes of soldiers for effective defense, biasing the sex 

ratios in presence of SSD. We therefore hypothesized that SSD is correlated with 

skewed sex ratio of soldiers.  

2.  Another factor that might affect soldier sex ratios is species phylogenetic history. Here, 

we hypothesized that the preponderance of single-sex soldiers in Termitidae is partly 

due to inheritance from their ancestor which had strong SSD and single-sex soldiers. 

 

 

Material and Methods 

 

Literature survey 

Most of the data on soldier morphometry and sex ratios were extracted from studies related to 

termite caste systems. We conducted a literature search using the keywords “termite caste 

system” in the ISI Web of Knowledge, or by referring to literature cited by Roisin (2000), 

who reviewed the current status of the data on termite caste systems. Altogether, our dataset 

includes the outputs of 27 papers (Table S1). 
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Data analyses 

In the few species with single-sex workers, the soldiers are of the same sex as the workers. In 

such cases, the biased sex ratio of single-sex soldiers is an indirect consequence of single-sex 

workers. We therefore restricted our analysis to termite species with workers of both sexes 

whose biased soldier sex ratio results from direct selection of the soldier sex. Species with 

dimorphic soldier caste were treated as a single entry. 

Given that related species share a common history, they are not statistically 

independent from each other (Pagel 1994). As a result, classical statistics cannot be applied to 

study the evolution of traits among related species. We therefore subjected the data to Pagel’s 

discrete correlation analysis which considers the underlying phylogeny to correct for the non-

independence of data points (Pagel 1994). The phylogenies were based on cytochrome 

oxidase II (COII), 12SrDNA and 28SrDNA sequences of 245 species that had been deposited 

in GenBank, primarily by Inward et al. (2007). Since no sequence data were available for 

Labidotermes celisi, we used sequences of Speculitermes sp., which also belongs to the 

Apicotermitinae (Inward et al. 2007). Sequences were aligned using the Mega_5.0 package 

(Tamura et al. 2011), using the Muscle algorithm and then concatenated with Mesquite 

(Maddison and Maddison 2010). Sequence alignments were visually checked and ambiguous 

alignments were ignored to produce a final data matrix with 1688 bp. We employed the 

maximum likelihood method, and a set of 100 trees computed using Bayesian method. The 

maximum likelihood method was implemented in DNAml in the Phylip-3.69 suite of 

programs for Mac OS X to generate a phylogeny under default setting: assuming that each 

site in the sequence evolves independently, that different lineages evolve independently and 

that the rate of variation was constant among sites. We also used a single category of sites 

(Felsenstein 2005). The Bayesian trees were computed using Markov Chain Monte Carlo 
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algorithm, following a GTR model with gamma-distributed rate variation across sites and 

implemented in Mr Bayes version 3.1.1 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003). The run length 

was one million generations, from which we sampled one tree every 5000 generations started 

from the 505000th generation. From the trees we obtained, we pruned all the leaves for which 

we did not have data. 

A convenient approach to test the size-threshold hypothesis is to consider the most 

extreme cases of skewed soldier sex ratios, namely, species with single-sex soldiers. Using a 

binary character (single-sex vs both sexes soldiers), we compared species having strong SSD 

with species having low or missing SSD. We tested for a correlation between single-sex 

soldiers and strong SSD, using a Pagel’s discrete correlation test with Mesquite (Maddison 

and Maddison 2010). Specifically, we tested the correlation between two sets of discrete 

values: low or no SSD and strong SSD versus single and both-sex soldiers. The low or no 

SSD category included species with head width differing by less than 3% between sexes, or 

with histogram of head width clearly showing an unimodal distribution; while the strong SSD 

category included species with head width differing by at least 10% between sexes. No 

species exhibiting moderate SSD (i.e. between strong and weak SSD) have been reported. The 

p-value was estimated using 5000 simulations with the maximum likelihood tree and using 

1000 simulations with 10 Bayesian trees (those trees were obtained after 550000, 600000 … 

1000000 generations) Using the same analyses and number of simulations, we also tested the 

relevance of the size-threshold hypothesis for the species with low and missing SSD. More 

precisely, we tested for a correlation between SSD (low and missing) and biased sex ratio 

(biased and unbiased).  

To better understand the evolution of SSD and single-sex soldiers, we reconstructed 

their ancestral states on all phylogenetic trees of termites using Mesquite (Maddison and 

Maddison 2010). For this purpose, we used likelihood analyses using AsymmMk model and 
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the Mk1 model, as well as parsimony analysis. The Mk1 model has a single parameter, the 

rate of change, and therefore supposes that any particular change is equally probable; while 

the AsymmMk model possesses two parameters, one for the forward rate of change and one 

for the backward rate of change, allowing a bias in gain versus loss. The parsimony method 

finds the ancestral state that minimizes the number of changes along the phylogenetic tree.  

 

 

Results and discussion 

 

Sex ratio in termites 

While the helpers (workers and soldiers) of lower termites generally belong to both sexes 

(Roisin 2000), there are exceptions: (1) in Hodotermes mossambicus (Hodotermitidae) and 

Reticulitermes virginicus (Rhinotermitidae), workers of both species consist of both sexes, but 

the soldiers are all male in H. mossambicus (Luamba 1980) and all female in R. virginicus 

(Matsuura 2006); (2) in Glossotermes oculatus (Serritermitidae), all helpers are male, except 

for shortly before the swarming period when female helpers appear and rapidly molt into 

alates (Bourguignon et al. 2009). Conversely, in the Rhinotermitinae and Anacanthotermes 

ahngerianus, workers and soldiers are all female and male, respectively (Table S1) (Renoux 

1976; Mednikova 1977; Roisin 1988a).  

Helper sex ratios in the Termitidae differ markedly from those observed in the lower 

termites. The worker and the soldier sex ratio in lower termites are often balanced, or at least, 

both sexes are represented; however, this is rarely the case in the Termitidae in which the 

single-sex soldier condition is common. A few exceptions have also been reported in the 

genus Amitermes (Termitinae) and in the two Neotropical, soil-feeding, nasute genera, 

Coatitermes and Subulitermes (Nasutitermitinae) whose soldiers consist of both sexes (Noirot 
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1955; Roisin 1996). As in lower termites, there are species whose helpers are all male, e.g. 

Cornitermes (Syntermitinae) and Constrictotermes (Nasutitermitinae) (Roisin 1992; Moura et 

al. 2011) (Table S1). 

 

Hypothesis 1. Sexual size dimorphism is correlated with skewed sex ratio of soldiers 

Altogether, we recorded 31 species that exhibited strong SSD and had soldiers of a single sex, 

while only one had strong SSD and soldiers of both sexes. Of the 29 species exhibiting either 

weak or no SSD, 14 have single-sex soldiers and 15 have soldiers of both sexes (Fig. 1). A 

significant correlation was observed between SSD and soldier sex (Likelihood tree: Pagel’s 

discrete correlation: p-value from 5000 simulations <0.001; Bayesian trees: Pagel’s discrete 

correlation: p-values from 1000 simulations for 10 trees ≤0.001), confirming that single-sex 

soldiers occur when SSD is strong. Conversely, in species with low or no SSD, soldiers of 

both sexes are more commonly encountered. The size threshold is likely to be more apparent 

in species exhibiting a strong SSD, as producing soldiers of an inadequate size might 

compromise their defensive abilities. Thus, in species exhibiting strong SSD, selection for 

soldiers of the appropriate size will push soldiers toward being of a single sex. As postulated 

by Matsuura (2006), the indirectly favored sex is not necessarily the larger, but can also be the 

smaller, e.g. in Nasutitermes. This is likely the consequence of soldier defensive strategy 

types, namely static and mobile warfare, which require large and small soldiers, respectively 

(Deligne and Pasteels 1982; Noirot and Darlington 2000). A static warfare strategy consists of 

producing a small number of soldiers, which are large enough to plug the gallery entrances. 

Conversely, in mobile warfare species, which produce numerous soldiers that are capable of 

surging rapidly to outnumber intruders at the point of attack, soldiers are small so that the 

colony can sustain many of them. Our results indicate that the size threshold hypothesis does 

not only apply to species with phragmotic soldiers, plugging the nest galleries with their head, 
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but also to mobile warfare species in which soldiers must be small enough. Here, we postulate 

that the selection of large and powerful soldiers might be sufficient for the establishment of a 

size threshold in static warfare species and that soldiers do not necessarily need to be 

phragmotic.  

Matsuura (2006) initially postulated that biased soldier sex ratios occur in species that 

exhibit weak SSD. To test this hypothesis, we examined whether the presence of skewed 

soldier sex ratio is more common in species with weak SSD than in species without SSD. We 

found that the sex ratio tends to be more often biased in species with weak SSD (Likelihood 

tree: Pagel’s discrete correlation: p-value from 5000 simulations = 0.029; Bayesian trees: 

Pagel’s discrete correlation: p-values from 1000 simulations for 10 trees: 0.025< p <0.036), 

which corroborates the size-threshold hypothesis. However, unlike species exhibiting strong 

SSD, numerous species with no or low SSD retain soldiers of both sexes. The finding that 

some species with no SSD possess biased sex ratios (Muller and Korb 2008) or single-sex 

soldiers (Noirot 1955) indicates that in the absence of SSD, sex ratio is not necessarily 

egalitarian. By contrast, soldier sex ratio is always biased in presence of SSD.  

 

 

Hypothesis 2. Species phylogenetic history influences soldier sex ratio 

The prevalence of single-sex soldiers between the Termitidae and lower termites differs when 

SSD is weak or absent, with members of the Termitidae generally having single-sex soldiers 

while the lower termites generally retain both sexes (Fisher exact test: p = 0.003) (Fig. 1). We 

hypothesize that this major difference between the Termitidae and the lower termites mainly 

results from phylogenetic constraints. By reconstructing the ancestral state of the Termitidae, 

we found that their most recent ancestor most likely had single-sex soldiers, possibly coupled 

with a strong SSD, which was then subsequently lost in some lineages of the Termitinae and 
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Nasutitermitinae (Figs 2, 3). The soldiers of both sexes were restored at least twice 

independently in three genera lacking SSD (Figs 2, 3). This scenario is strongly supported by 

all ancestral state reconstructions performed on the maximum likelihood tree (Fig. 2), but not 

on the Bayesian trees, on which the Termitidae ancestor SSD could not be precisely assessed 

(Fig. 3). Therefore, although realistic, our hypothesis requires further testing as new 

molecular phylogenies appear. Additionally, it is not clear why soldiers of both sexes were 

not recovered more often in members of the Termitidae lacking SSD. It is possible that the 

production of soldiers of both sexes does not confer any advantage on the colony compared to 

making single-sex soldiers. In addition, in the absence of new selective pressures favoring the 

development of a mixed-sex soldier caste, re-establishing the second sex in the soldier caste is 

likely to be a very slow process. Conversely, having a strong SSD is uncommon in the lower 

termites whose most recent common ancestor had soldiers of both sexes with weak or no SSD 

(Fig. 2, 3). Therefore, in lower termites, no selective pressures favored the acquisition of 

single-sex soldiers and both sexes have generally been retained. Altogether, our results 

suggest that the prevalence of single-sex soldiers in Termitidae might come from their 

common ancestor, but additional tests are required to validate this hypothesis. 

 

 

Perspectives 

Our results support the size threshold hypothesis, which postulates that the biased sex ratio of 

soldiers is indirectly influenced by SSD. However, the factor(s) responsible for the SSD in the 

neuter line of many termite species are unknown and deserve to be investigated. The size-

threshold hypothesis could also be investigated using experimental bioassays designed to test 

the relationship between soldier defensive abilities and body size in a static warfare species. 

In such a scenario, large soldiers are expected to exhibit higher defensive abilities; if 
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confirmed, then this would provide additional support for the size-threshold hypothesis. 

Finally, some developmental mechanisms must cause single-sex soldier. One possibility that 

deserves to be investigated is sexual differences in physiological states, such as a recurrently 

high juvenile hormone titer in helpers of one sex. Juvenile hormone titer regulates soldier 

differentiation in termites (Liu et al. 2005; Mao et al. 2005; Cornette et al. 2008) and therefore 

represents a good proximate candidate for the selection of one sex. 
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Fig. 1. Sex of soldier caste according to sexual size dimorphism. 

 

Fig. 2. Phylogenetic tree reconstructed using Maximum Likelihood and generated using COII, 

12S and 28S sequence data from termites. A. Ancestral reconstruction of single sex soldier 

using a likelihood method with the AsymmMk models; B. Ancestral reconstruction of sexual 

size dimorphism using a likelihood method with the AsymmMk models. All analyses were 

performed using Mesquite (Maddison and Maddison 2010). Ancestral state reconstruction of 

(A) single-sex soldiers and (B) SSD using the parsimony and likelihood methods with the 

Mk1 model provided similar results.   

 

Fig. 3. Bayesian phylogenetic tree generated using COII, 12S and 28S sequence data from 

termites. A. Ancestral reconstruction of single sex soldier using a likelihood method with the 

AsymmMk models; B. Ancestral reconstruction of sexual size dimorphism using a likelihood 

method with the AsymmMk models. All analyses were performed using Mesquite (Maddison 

and Maddison 2010). Ancestral state reconstruction of (A) single-sex soldiers and (B) SSD 

using the parsimony and likelihood methods with the Mk1 model provided similar results.   
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